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ABSTRACT· 
After a comparative study o-f known phase d.etectors and 
hybrid junctions, a detailed analysis is worked out for a 
- -- ---
,p&ase: detector ·titat consists- of a star modulator connected 
to the Mouw hybrid junction. An experimental approach is 
taken to design and construct such a detector in the open 
stripline medium at a center frequency of 750 MHz. Perform-
ance of the device is characterized and its practical useful-
ness evaluated. 
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0 Thxs paper describes~ the theory, clesi.gtt,- and constructi.ou 
is intended as part 0£ a novel microwave-· distance measur·ing 
syst:ent proposed by Dr. Nikolai Eberhar<il: for use in the. steel--
making industry.1 The minimal requirements of the phase dectec-
o tors in th.is system i.s a phase error of -t 10 • As this invest:i.-
gation shows, the requirement is met (pha.se error limit.s -16°, 
-4°) · by the simple phase detector bui It and described. Other 
desirable features-,_ not investigated in the thesis~ are imnuui:ty 
from vibration and temperature changes. 
The first: chapter of this paper pre,sent s a descrl.pt.i..on and 
classification of the various types of known. phase det:ect:ars,. 
Tni.s chapter resulted from an apparent lack of a good· reference· 
oa t:he subject. 
-------·--------·--·-
--- ·-· 
' Frequencly used in phase detectar circuits are h'}b:ritl; co:ils 
md: hybrid· junctions. Their properti_es are examined in. Chapter 2 
.A. • ,.__..:· . 
- 'Yf. - aa.t:. • 
- •· Ii. J...__ d ,... t 
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of c.enter-tapped transformers or 
. f. . 1.n -1.n1.te port to port •. 1· t. 1.so'.a,1.on, and use of grounded sources. 
·-· ! the advantage of the Mouw circuit • lS that all these feature.s. 
are ·obtained with a realtivelv 
., simple circuit configuration. 
For this reason, the Mouw hybrid junction phase d-etector wa.s 
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CHAPTER I 
THEORY OF PHASE DETECTION 
The most ·coI11non method ·for determining phase employs a-
:csynchronous amplitude modulator. Other methods such as the 
display of Lissajous patterns on oscilloscopes, addition of:-
square waves, a digital technique, and vector voltmeters are 
2 
also known. Only the modulator type of phase detector-is 
considered in tiris paper. 
This chapter will discuss the basic theory of amplitude 
modulation and the various types of modulator circuits. In 
' 
general, an amplitude modulated wave can be expressed mathe-
matically as; 
em ( t_). = El c-os---(W, t) -t f (t)cos ( W, t), (1-1) 
where, • ••»-" ,, ____ , __ ,,_._ ., ••• , '.. • 
e = amplitude modulated voltage m 
f(t) = arbitrary signal~ 
--· Now if f(t) is cosinusoidal with frequency w2 , phase </J, 
. 
and amplitude E2, then (1-1) becomes; 
... 
-- -.. -~· ... -· _ ....... · ·-·.~ 
(l-2a) 
· >' ,P - (J.-2b} 
= E1cos (W_ t) +_E 
---------,--··· -:---·---I 2 
- 2 
·- ------ ...... ------ ,. 
-·····-"-·· ~ 
Any.modulator ·must in :some 
From Equation· 
-
' ,· . 
. ·---·-, 
... . .!J::·· 
~·-.-··· .,.~,--.-. ··: .-. 
·-
-~. ---~=-----~:.::::::C,zr, •. !:v". ~--- '• 
. :~ ··--= 
. .
:of frequenci:es~ -These te,rms are ,called the upper and·· 1ower · 
,15:ffi~b~nds, respec-tively. Each of· these ter.ms alone contains·. 
--
a 11 the information .of th·e signal E2cos (W2t + 0), which is 
- -
importan-t to know · whe.n: efficient ·use of bandwidth and trans-· 
.. 
~itter power is important. This· is true in general for any 
signal. 
When w1 = tJ2 in (l-2b), this equation red:uces to 
em(t) = E1cos (w1t) + E2[cos(0) + cos (2'41i_t + 0)]., 
-2 
Application of the amplitude modulator as a. phase detector 
an~ frequency doubler are evident from this equation. Note 
·- -that the double frequency term contains the same information 
(the amplitude and phase of the ·signal) as the DC tenn and that_ 
the term E1cosWi_ t is of no use in det-e:rmining phase. A 
modulator that suppresses this term is ·called a s~chronous 
modulator. Using an amplitude modulator as a phase .detector 
will require a low-pass filter to eliminate the time varying 
·terms in (1-3). If the· application were a frequency -double·r, 
a high~pass filter is needed to· eliminate the DC term. 
Conceptually, . the most natural way to. build a ·synchr-orro.....i<=u~s 
·, 
---~-~-
. mcicfulator .... w-0uld be to··use a circuit which multiplies two s~gnals. 
______....._,.______ ·-
·· ·· I·, -
.--·-----~- s------(F ig,ure 1-la~-). , This can~--be~acc;omp-lished with anal.og. multi.p.l.iers. 
of·· 
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c.os (Zw,t t(21)). 





USING -ANALOG-· ··fJ\ULTIPLIER.S. 
l~DJ,CJ\lE S S 8 __ --fREQ\JENC1-_ D:Ol1,B(E fl. . 
...... 
' . ; - .. :,. ,. -. - : ~ 
3 
very _accurate. Analog. multipliers have 
-recent years with the availability-of. low cost,· high perform-
- ance inte-g-rated circuit operational amplifiers. Indeed, analog 
· multipliers a~e available as discreet, packaged device.s. 
Mentioned before was that each si.deband of t-he amplitude· 
modulated signal contained all the information of the signal 
f(t). The trigonemtric identity. 
(1-4) 
suggests a way in which oa~y one sideband can be produced.· 
The niinus sign of cosf (W1 ± W2)t + 0] represents ~he lower 
·sideband,~-~, and indicates that it can be obtained by the 
'·, .:· . ' 
sum of the two terms on the right hand side of Equation 1-4. · ·· 
. ,..... -· ·····~ .. 
· Simi liary, the upper sideband ,W1 -tW2, is represented by the 
--·-difference of the two terms. A modulator which performs accord-
ing to Equation 1-4 is called a single-sideband modulator. It 
is generally not classified with amplitude·modulators although 
its construction.requires them. The output of the SSB modu-
. la tor for the -lewer sideband, with W1=f1,, would simply be a 
term proportional to cos (f)t, ·'-(f}qu~ti·o11.-,:_:1( .. 4l.~and·"F:i',gtlre. t.:.'i:b), thus 
eliminating· the need for f il t-ering required by the sync.-hr.on.ous· --- ·· · 
.. 
.... .. -- .· - -~. ·-=det·eCL00r~. ___ ""1~his senserc~~; the SS-B-moo-ulater ·might -be corisi"dered 
. . 
.... ---,.----------··~~ -~·-
·std.eband frequency .doubler) •.. ~Jdc,wever, 
··. ' :..::..-: . ' . .' .. --- . ·"· . 
.. -· _. . . . . ~ .. 
.. .: . ..- .. · 





-c£JDSttacti<m of a s:ingle,-sidebau.d,. mncmlator is compl'.icatteai. As 
- can, be seen in Figure_ I-lb, s·iae waves of the proper phase· need 
--
to be. generated and two synchronous Jl!Odulators, are nee,de-d. A 
s,nchronous modulator wi.t:h a low-pas:s filter, i.,e. u,sed a:s a .. 
~ phase detec·tor, provides the same out:put: as the si.ngle-s·ideband} 
.---1: modulator and with less circ:uitry. The SSJJ modulator will not 
,.-.,, .• •._, ·.-• , •';H•' : .,~.,--·· - •....•. -- -----·· 
.· .[ 
he c·onsidered further. 
Before analog m.ul~ipliers became practical, and tftey still. 
are not: at . microwave frequencies, diode circuits were COOIHonly 
used to multiply two signals. In one class o·f ci.rc.ui~.s, ca.lled ___ _ 
square--Iaw or non·-linear modulators, __ the sqi,are-law region of 
the diode, Figure 1-2, provides the nec-essary multiplication.: .. 
Tlrls can be seen bv the analvsis of -the -sim:p·. le unbalanced modu-., ., 
Iat:or of F'igure 1-3. The output: voltage e i.s assllllled small 
- 0 
so that all of the input: voltag.e appea.rs- across the diode. 
Equation 1-6---s.~-s that besides the modulation term, which i_s; 
the second term, another term contains DC and harmonics of 
t:he input vglt:ages. Assuming 1111-:-~ and that the· out:puc of tile 
modulator is low-pas.s filtered; 
.e . ·. _ = 1.,nf .\(E_2_ ._._·• + E:2· __ } + E: ___ E ___ . ·•· ._eos:{9).·Jl'_._· __ • (l' _ L . 1 2 I 2 · fj. 




. 1th:e, oc _<?,Utpt¢,-VQltage contains tne._~erm proportiomi-:t to• ·cas.{-7 
···-·--·----
--·--- .. --.,~-
. . ... - -------------- ----···· ·-----------------
--· ··-·· .. ,- . 
--· ____ -..-:.:....-. 
. -· . 
..,_,,..;;~,-.. 
,-t- ·_ . · -.'. -,- ·-·~- : ~ ::· _ -~~::&uJI·:_:a l:~_o. --~-~:!:m.:$~ __ J11hi_eh v:~ tiit:h: changing. · input: V<llt:a;gf;!,s .• 
iso.I.a·tion between 
J- .• 








,. ces [(~,-v,}f,.tl.!- ~(!·~-· ·. ·. --- -··---- ,f 
: ~· . . .· . . . ~·~··~··-~~~ 
.: ... ' .. 
.\ .. - ;. .. 
' . 
. .·-, ' 
···~r·----····. -. 
-- - -·-- ------
- - - ·- _,_ 
.-
- Further on a· circuit cal'Ied tlie ha.lanced modulator· wil'l b_e descr1bed: 
tnatt eiimina:te.s the undesired DC and harmonic terms. · -
The previ,ous. analysis assmned· that the input vol·:tage saw· 
a: de~"ice with the characteristic ·i=kv2• Practica.l di··odes have 
2 3 a characteristic curve given by i-av -t- bv + cv +... . Each 
t:.erm independently c.ontributes a current to the output._ As 
a resu.lt hi.gher order hannonic:s of the input v.oltages (c·os-(nw.rt) 
and cos (m~t))·:~e also· producetf: Moreover higher order sum 
and difference freqnencie:s of the type n"'r :t.-~ appear, n and 
m are int:eger.s.. The dif£erence be.tween the various modulator 
circuits to be described is the extent to which the harmonics, 
and the intermodulation products (n,,11 :t mw2) are suppressed. 
In the unbalanced modulator, there is no suppression at a11. 
The ha.sic balan:ced square-law modulator circuit is shown 
in .. Fi~e __ l-4. · The analys·is 0£ t·hi.s circuit is sim·i·lar to that: 
of the unbalanced modulator. The square-law approximati;on 
r.esn1ts in the following equation .for the output voltage. 
e = R(i --i ) 
o I 2 
i 1 = it[R2eos{t.t2t::l11) + E1cCJS(~t)]2 
, .. - ,... . 














- . ,. _,,,:_,:~---· :' .. -- ····-------·· - R 
E2 c.o s <Wit. JIJ. .. 
....... t2. 
Figure 1-4~ ·Basic Balanced S1!fUa.re-·law Hodu.lat:or. I 
If~~ in {l-3) and tile res&tamt out:.put: i.s low-pass filtered, 
.. -{l-9) 
T1ns output is de,sireable since tBe voltage is di.rect.ly 
proportiona.l · to cos(f). 
square-law device in. deriving ··the outpQt of the balanced mods-
lat:or _is not in general correc.t. A more general analysis_ o-f 
• --~·«-• - ~-: :·.·' "_., 
··-
•. 
. . t:ne ha.lanced modulat:or, having diodes witli the I-V characteristi.c 
i av+hv
2
lcv3+ ... and E1,>E2 reveals that: the balanced m.odulator 
. '' -·-. ,: . 
- -- - ---~ ---~. -~·..,__ ---- - ----- --
Figure 1-5.a skows a pcls:si.hle rea.lizat::ion. of tile .halam;·ed 
j 
- . ---- ...... ---- - --- . .... - .. 
--·-···· ... - . -
. -
~,ic--cht:l'lis circuit, resistors~ provide, the &ecessary 
-~ - --·~:-·_.-····----·-.-- -
·--; 
ecpial amplitu~e Std phase ~ig,aals required by the modul.at:or • 
. . . ~- . 
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£, cos (t., ,i.J. 
• 
• -'l"~ .. - •. , ·.,, ·. 
' ·-- - .... ,. 
J --------- _____ ·_ .-~-,---··· '' -~.: ,_. 
__, ___ , __ --~ __ _. -·---~------·---~-- ---~---.--·--'-----"··--~ -----
A difficulty with th_is circuit is that it requir_es floating 
or balanced sources. This i-s difficult to achieve.· Usually 
- .. ·-----t-h:;;-e-·_s_o_u.rces are coupled, shown by the impedance z in the 
Figure, and the of the circuit is upset. In 
,·. ;:.·. ·-; . 
-.--·· 
Figure I-Sb, a balancing transformer ("Hybrid coil~"nhyb-rid 
junctionn) supplies the necessary voltages to the modulator. 
The hybrid coil is a four-port device with certain interesting 
coupling and isolation properties. That it may also provide 
., .. •. -- . . --~·-·· 
· ~he necessary inputs for synchronous diode modulators is 
reason for discussing the hybrid coil in the next chapter of 
the paper. 
· · ~ The major disadvantage of the square-law modulators is -- ··-···----. :. -~--·· -·- _. _____ ~ .· - .. 7·- -· . -- . ---- . --,---~-·-------·---------·--·--··--·------ - ---- ·----:·-·- -- . "----·-·--·""" - -·· .... -- ,. -··- - ·- , l -- ---- . . • --- - ..• 
that diodes have square-law regions only for small applied 
voltages and, therefore, square-law modulators are restricted 
to small signal applications. · A class of modulators kno.wn as 
the switching or sampling modulators does not have this restric-
tion. 
Referring back to Equation 1-2, it was noted that ampli- . · .. 
tude modulation could be viewed as a multiplication of the sig-
,. 
nal by _co_s ~It). Actually, multiplication of the signal by 
· . any p,eriodic signal 
-,----,--···---,---·--_··------r-·--'--c--.·· .. c;~.-·. ~---~-·--:--~~ - - __ .-. --" -----· .. • 
~ith perioa--T=21T/eu.i_ w~!-~---~-~-·--- This is 
: •,--;"'- :-·· . 
' ' . 
.. ,· .---·-----~,. ·-·- ... 
. -· ·- ~ -- -·-·----·--···· ·--'"···:- :.-:. . .... - -· apparent since the periodic sigt.tal ca~ be represented·-by its_· _________ · __ · .. _--·.,-~·.·/<~··.-·-·-.,-···· 
FoµriEir series. 
__________ ,_, ~- ·-. 
... I 
-..... ,. .. 




telv connect.s and then 46. 
·The out.put can t:hen.. he· expres.sed as:.; . 
with s1. (t) as shown in Fi.gore I-6a.- -fer siimplic'i.ty it: is: 
. I 
, 
ass-umed that t:he square wave s1(t) has such a pbas.e that: It can· 
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. In most a.pplications,, k in the above expressio,n is- equal 
to \. i.e., t.he switch i.s on and off the same amount ·of time. 
In this case all even order· ha-rmon.ics o,f the al>ove expression 




The circuit of. F:i:-gure 1-6 is· called a balanced switching 
modulator, however, its output is not the same as the balance<:I 
non-linear modulator. The: ou~p:c:tt _of the balanc-.ed switching 
modulator contains th,e frequencyW2 but not the frequency w1 
or its harmonics •. Intermodulatio·n products are of the form 
A phase detector is obtain-ed if w1 . "'2 and if the a.c. 





· Figure 1-17 shows three possible realizations of the balanced 
·-----··-"·- -· 
switching modulator. The diodes act as swit·ches. In each of 0 
. 
. . 
.. _________ ~:-:----~----.-- . ----- -~2-t-+0}. - -E1 must ~e _ ·1arger __ than_ E2_ to -_~:~~~sf_!_~~~··~wi-te~MRg- ·:· .. ~Rh; --.~=·-··:: .. :. __ : .. _- .. 
-···- ··--~-'" . -.---· ---- - ('. . 
-.----s• 
--=--..-..._----------::-- ------·· 
.· :conditio .. n required .. in -Figure. l.-6b. The .circuit·s of Figures 
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----·---· -----·-------- r·•· .. • • •• ' 
____________ :_: ·-·· ______ ·: ... ·-·-·- -
,- '' 
---~---- -- ---··---·-------· ..,_,, 
. sources. Any, parasitic impedance Z in the Figures will destr,o,y 
. t:he-•is-s·enti.al balance. The circuit in Figure l-7c eliminates 
--the grounding problem-_by- use of the hybrid coil. Note that 
t·he circuits of Figures l-5b and 1-7c are identical. Whether 
the circuit is a balanced square-law modulator or a balanced' 
switching modulator depends on the magnitude of one of the 
inputs. 
A.nother type of switching modulator has. the basic arrange-
ment shown ill. Figure 1-8. In this circuit the phase of the 
signal is changed by 180° every time the switch is thrown. 
The output voltage, with an input signal E2cos(tu1 t-t-0), can 
be written as 
e
0
(t) =·E2cos(W2t~)S 2 (t) 
with _s_2(t} shown in Figure l-8b. The Fourier series of s 2 is 
tO 
S1Ct): Llk E 
JI: I 
~;., (,r;rJ<) 
nrr k c. o s (1-1w. t) 
Vl: 0, I, 2, ... 
so the outp·ut voltage can be written 
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The doubly·balartced switching-moaulator_gets its name 
from the fact that, in addition ·to the -absence of the DC and 
- h-annonic tenns as in the balanced switching modulator, the 
frequencyw2 is also :absent. This "balanced out" signal goes 
into doubling the 'Sideband voltages. Again if w1=~, the 










·sin (kir)cos (</J). (1-15) 
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_Figure 1-9 shows three·-possible ·doubly ba-1anced> swit·ch.;. -
-_.--- - -----------~-c-~.~-~---------- ---· ------ ---- -_ --· - ---- ing -modu I at_ or_ ~-~-=--~ui ts • - I nc-.,ea-ch---of ~ ~~- _c i-~~~~~-~c s_~ t be ~signa,l . _El! 
•· ~..-,-.-,-c .. ,·----~-,.•--• ,- - -• -··--
- ..>, • -------- ·-- - •-· • -
. _ : >- : __ ·. ~. ~ · .. :. c;Qa(~f tJ swi tc;hE! s · the . diode S' which 8.C!:~S ~e~~ dOUbl e ~ 122.la..dmlbu __ .&.Jle~~~-• - ="=-·=·---=----=· ,=----_= ____ = _____ = 
,. 
- . 
___ --t'11r,ow-·:swiifches·~--:~-,·---Tl1.e circU-its···--of .-Fi·gu-~es ·I-9b- and ·1-9c-_use a -
~-· -·----~-"------- ----· --- -· -~ 
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· A problem wi~h the circuit of Figure 1~9a. is ·that the ·.iriput 
sources are- ''coupledll so that one -can·-···1oad. down the other~ 
Iti. Figure 9b, the inp_ut sources· are . "decoupled'' by the ba,lan ... 
cing transformer since the_ voltage-e1 does not·appear across 
the source e 2 . This is the case in Figure 9c also. Note .. 
that all of the circuits in the Figur·e are we11 · groun.ded 
. . ... ~- -·-- -
in the sense that none require floating sources. 
This concludes the discussion of phase det:ection._ 
Figure 1-10 summarizes the various modulator circuits which 
have been presented. The next chapter examines·the hybrid 
coil and its microwave equivalent, the hybrid jun_ction. 
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" CHAPI'ER II 
THE HYBRID· COIL AND HYBRI-o JUNCTION 
. 
Figure 2-1 shows the hybrid coil which appeared in a few 
··of.the previous modulator circuits. This common circuit has 
the property that, with equal impedances across ports 3 and 
4, an excitation at port:1 will couple equally to ports 3 and 










are unequal, then unequal currents will flow in the upper and 
low windings of the transformer's secondary, and a voltage will 
- -- -- - - ~-,---,-be induced at port 2. This circuit acts like a bridge in this , 
. 
. 
respect, and in appl:L-_cations-i=s-- us-ed- as an impedance bridge. 
With excitation at port 3 of the hybrid coil, and with equal 
impedances across ports 1 and 2, no power will appear-at port 
4, but port 3 will coup}e equally to ports 1 and 2. Thus ports 
----·--------------·------··--· --





The pair ___ of ___ pgrts ___ l,__4 __ aitd_.-l., 2 are called conjugate ROrts_. 
_ __::_ _ 
- ····- ... -------------~-.,---------:--· ..,.,..... ....... ,. ' 
-- --------------,,L---~-------····-· - . ______ .. ::. ______ . -r------~:C.c.. ------------··--~- --~- -A-~~-th~;--hyb-~-id--~~ii -which has .all the---~a~~--p~-rperti~s 
-
-··----
of the coil described above is shown in Figure 2-2. This is .·· 
----·---·--·--~ -·-
~ - ---
~--· .• -·-----, ·:-'. --- -- -. -. ---····--'····"c·"'--•~'-
' . 
f·····---···-. 
-- ___ ___, __ .-------- -
dJ 
the low frequency vers1on of the hybrid junction (Mouw Jun~~ 
tion 4) which is used in t'he microwave phase detector as described 
---,--~-----:-,-,.---,----l .... a ..,.,t.__.e._r _ ____....o~n.__..._· _Tlie--a.d-van-tage e-f t he---Mottw ---ci·rcuit · is its big her 
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_..,,.... de-rj:ved·by· considering its- p:roperties and a:pp.lying the unitary 
-
· conditions of· a loss free four-port~ · Fi-gure 2-3 fran Appendix. 
· .. A ·shows the form that the S-matrix of the coil will take. 
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Figure 2-4 shows schematic ·of a hvbrid. coil 
., 
a i ndicat_i __ n g ____ ,_ 
. ·----~·-·· _. · .. ___ .,_ . ----· ' ·-··-··-·--·--·-·---- -···. -








If the hybrid coil is internally matche·d at all ·ports 
s:o there are no reflections, the S-matri-x of- Figure 2-3 
re:d,uces to , 
--~--~ ----- ----
I 0 0 I f 1C,.UR.E 2-5. 
0 ·O I - r-
, I 0 O· 5-M~TRtr OF 
I - I: 0 0 Mt\C,tC - T 
5 which is the .S-matrix of the well-known magic-T or hybrid 
waveguide junction. Usually, a microwave circuit having the 
properties of a hybrid coil is called a hybrid junction. 
Although the mag.ic-T refers to a waveguide circuit, any 
matched hybrid junction will have the same properties as 
the matched magic-T. Other microwave versions of the hybrid,. 
coil include the hybrid ring6 and the Mouw junction4• All 
of the hybrid junctions can be constructed f ram waveguide,~ 
coax, stripline, or microstrip. The emphasis in this paper 
is on a microstrip realization. Hybrid-- junctions can also. 
be made from combining n,etworks6 but these will n·ot be con-s,i@ .. 
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. 
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-----~-~~!'J.gure 2-6 shows a version -of---t::be---ring hybrid junction, __ _ .. ··· · ._ . 
-- ---- -----~---~------- < 
- • 
- . --
..... _cc.onstructed with microst:rip t~~-1!~1!1-~~-~ion __ li1:1e~ ____ Jn this circuit.,_ 
"-:.:t:··7·:·:,,. ... ,~,,, •. ,..i .. ,..... . 
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quarter-wavelength so that wave.s g_oing around the ring in 
o.·pposite directions will add o.r cancel at certain po.rts .• 
~ - . •., ~ ' 
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·. ~- f IGUiE A ·-RING H'fSR\D. JUNCTION; 
• -; • 'I; 
-· 
Th,is wavelengtJ;i requiremen~ means that a~_g,i.ven r.-i~g, -:hybr:i:d 
will only act as a hybrid junction at one frequency. Note 
that the ports of the ring hybrid allow easy access to extere:;,, 
-
1 ...... ....-
mal - cQnnecto:r.s. · 
A broadband micro,strip- hyl:lr'i.d Junction with a pair of 
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CHAPTER. III 
THE MOUW HYBRID JUNCTION Alftl S'l'AR. -MODULATOR 
--
A Mouw hvbrid J·unction made o:f two,-wire transmission line· ., 
is shown in Figure 3-1. To see that this is a hybrid junction,, 
--------····-------- ... 
i 
consider an excitation at port 1. Since the two transmission 
lines are of equal impedance, the power at p<>-rt l wi.11. divide. 
equally into, the two lines. At the !!'.crossovern.,~ef wires, 
. ,, ___ , ··-,········----~····--·-·"""' _,. -·-··---
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each wave has travelled the same distance. Therefore, if the 
. ;· . 
ports made of terminals 44 1 and 33 1 are terminated in the , -· ----~-=-.. ~----~~--~--
same impedance, then equal voltages must appear across them: -and 
these ports are said to be equally coupled to port I. Also, 
V 43 = V 4, 3 , so that no power is excited into the lines connec-
ted to port 2, i.e., port 2 is isolated from port l. Similarly, 
for excitation at port 3, and R1 = R2 ,;:-port 4 is isolated, 
and there is equal c-oupling to ports 1 and 2.· Indeed, this 
circuit is a hybrid junction. Notice that the electrical 
length of the lines does not enter into the above discussion. 
Therefore, this hybrid junction, unlike the ring hybrid junc-
tion, has isolation and equal coupling independent of frequency. 
However, the input reflection coefficients do change with 
frequency and limit the bandwidth of this junction •. 
The S-matrix of this junction can be derived by using 
the circuit of Figure 3-1 and computing the admittance matrix 
of the circuit at terminals IA l.' , 2A 2' , 3A 3' , and 4A 41 and 
assmning R1 = R2 = r and R3 · = R4 = R. Fortunately, by<the 
synanetry and reciprocity of the device, there are only three 
,different y-parameters in the Y-matrix. A linear transfor-
, I ' ~ 
, 
-
mat.~2n. __ ~~p.ges the Y-matrix to the S-matrix~ - The details are 
. 
. __ .,;_ .. ~-~--~- ·--
- ----- -----~-------------
---
- - . 
-------------
---- ~-·- ------




. c' mate version of the S-matrix. 
- -· ... -~. 
""-!--- --~ -·- -- ------------ ---- . ·" __ ______..._ 
. . . _i_~ -·--. . 
,-< •• 
. .. 
:- 'l" •• ': 
5, I ··-:: S2-i = 
S,11-: S",~ 
531. = Sz1~ 
-
5'12 = - Sz,i= 
-!.: ..... 
. J ... , ' 
ru, R 
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-J + cote 2r 
(3-/). ·' 
(3~2) 
·· ···.·•· · .i .,..-:is112.··3-l. APPROXIMATE ·.S~MATRlxorMouw;JUliir10N··· 
. -28~--·· 
------·-·---------------"--
: ... -:-• . 
·-· .. - ~--·------- ·----·-·· - • . ..- --! 
-.- ~------~- . ~ ~, .. --~ ··\ . 
" 
. -- ___ _,. · .. _ ·~ - --· . : 
'" 
••• 
· The Ta.ble shows the relationships, between the ~~~~~eters 
which would be expected fran the earlier discussion of hybrid 
junctions. Using (3-1) and (3-4), it can be seen that m,ider 
the condition 
R~ ZOI = 2r 
the reflection coefficients vanish, independent of e ' so 
----·-- ------~--~------- ·-------,-
second order effects still limit the bandwidth. These effects 
are attributable (see Appendix B) to the short circuited stubs 
of characteristic impedance z02 and electrical length 0, which 
shunt the central termina,ls. (Figure 3-2) 
4· Figure 3-3 shows plots (from Mouw ) of VSWR and trans-
mission loss vs. electrical length for the matched condition 
-
__l3-5}, where VSWR. = (1 - ts11 \:)/ (I+ fs 11 \) and transmission 
I; 1'2 loss = -IOlog. s21 · .• The more exact S-parameters fran Table Al 
in Appendix B were used, indicating the limitations in bandwidth 
due to second order effects. 
The plots of Figure 3-3· show that the design of the hy.rbid: 
.junction should have i, = 90° at _the cente~ __ fret(lle»cy •. ~--- ----·-: __ 
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providing a balanced conjugate pair of terminal~ which .are 
close-toeach other. It is these last two prope.rties which 
make the junction suitable for a star modulator. 
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Figure 3-4 shows a practical relaization of the Mouw 
hybrid junction built of microstrip transmission line. At 
the terminals 3,- and 3' , the ground plane canes through the 
dielectric to become the top conductor. 
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providing a DC path for the diode currents, and making an out-. - . 
. 
-
p_ut port fran the center of the star. The next chapters discuss 
. . 
.. 
the d,esign, construction,· and 'characterization· of such_a--modu..: 
lator used·as a phase detector. ; . ·-.', 
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
The design of the hybrid junction in Figure 3-4 requires 
knowledge of ; 1) The microstrip conductor strip width to 
provide the proper characteristic impedance lines. In the 
design adopted, so.n outputs were· desired so that the "parallel" 
transmission lines of the hybrid junction -~hould be 100.'1. 
2) The wavelength of the electromagnetic wave in the· micro-_ 
strip lines -s'<t that the electrical length of the transmission 
lines can be determined. This section will discuss the methods 
which were used to measure the microstrip transmission line 
impedance and wavelengths and present the data obtained. 
" 
T~_f_lo,n _was used as the dielectric for the microstrip 
line. Fiberglass-epoxy was consider·ed until it was found it 
was too lossy. A disadvantage of the teflon is that it bends 
easily; however, installation of-a teflon microstrip circuit 
i~ a suitable housing can overcome the problem. 
The necessary impedance measurement to determine the 
-·-··· --- . -correct microstrip conductor widths were made with a time 
___ c;l~i,I1,_!'.~flectometer8• This instrwnent has the advantaga__oyer 
____ -~Jte -~-l._Q~ted-line method for dete~ining impedance 9 in that 
~- -- ... .. ... . . - ----- ---------- -
. 
. 
- -----------~··- - --·- --···-----··--··--··· -· --..... ---·------------'-'----_;c_-·--
--~--~~- --- -· -----------t-· he·---s-lotted-line can not identify separate. .disco-ntinuities 
··-----------~ --------- ... 
along a transmission line, but can only determine their aggre-
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as resistive, capacitance, -or inductive. 
Figure 4-I shows tbe- basic time danain reflectOUJeter .• 
the system und:er test. The o:scilloscope monitors the trans-
. . . . "' 
----------------· --. - ·--· .. mis;sion l.ine voltage. Whenever the st:ep encou.nters -.~.-
in impedance as it pro,pagates, a~ portion will be reflect.ed 
_. __ . _________ to•-~4 ____ tJ!e ____ st~ep generator WDere it will add or subtract from 
the incid·ent vol:ta.ge and be di.splaye:d oa tlie scope. 
t·ive di.scont:inuities, such as tlae chang1e in c,onductor width 
. 
of · the micro strip line, tbe display on the oscillo.,sco·p:e will 
have st:.eps (see Appendix C for . theory -of reflection from a : 
••-a,-•'-••••,, __ ,·-·-••-·-•••-• •-•-••-- - -• -- • • • • -• 
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Plots of r.eflection coefficient versus time were obtained 
for various conductor widths of epoxy-fiberglass microstrip. 
The various strip widths were photo-etched from a 6"x6 11 x.062" 
a. ... ~ 
board. The time domain reflectometer used in the experiment, 
an HP141SA, provided outputs to an X-Y plotter which was 
used to-make the plots of Figure 4-3. These show the differ-
ent reflection coefficients (impedances) for various ,strip 
widths. Also note how ·t·he reflection coefficient for each 
----------· 
stripline varies with distance. This is due to inaccuracies 
in the width of the.line. The variation of strip width as a 
function of distance along the line was measured for each line. 
This infonnation, correlated with the plots of Figure 4-3, 
provided the data for the impedance vs. st~ip width plot of 
. ----·· ... 
Figure 4-4. The closely grouped points indicat.e reflection 
coefficient vs. strip width data for each line. 
The results of the impedance measurements for teflon 
.. are shown in Table 4-1. They were obtained from microstrip 
lines made from cutting adhesive backed copper tape to certain 
widths, and sticking the t,~pe on a teflon board copper clad 
. on one side. 
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. · · · B~yant: and Weis:s· .· · have theo·rtically determined impedance 
- --- -----···- ----- --···-------··· - -· 
vs .• strip width curves for various dielectric constants. 'Jthe 
results of the experimental data al:>:ove are superimposed on 
the curves ef Bry·ant _and W'e·iss to show agr·eement with theory.· 
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the teflon microstrip were made using a ]Qalf-wavelen~n res'.ona-
--~~-eenstructed----of·-tfl«tteflon microstrip. The· 10012. line was, 
chosen since the ttansmis.sion line.s of tne· hyb,rid junction, 
ae:eded,t.o..-be~lOoA .. --..:~---Goupljln~t.o the re,sonator. wa.s b.y magne~ic,: ~~~,= . . 
• -···----· ---· ·~ .. ,...'.'.'"":"~~~r:-~~ .. -· .... ' . •- " .... ,,~ .. : . .. 
--·------~------ -- ~ .. 
-I.oops~. (Figure 4:..6a) ., 
------
the res.onat:or is shown·· sch.ematic·ally 
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. 5 g.eneral~ ~·-· the wave·length ?tn is related to, the length,. 1, of 
t:he transmission line b,y., 
(4-1) 
-
. so that the resonant frequencv f 
., n. of the resona.t.or is: 
f,, - " -
- Xn- nv ---: 2£ 
nc 
. (4-2) 
·shown in Figure 4-7 is t_he basic setup used to measure 
the resonant frequencies. The results are listed in Table 4-2 
,.. . 
with the effective dielectric constants canputed from Equation~j 
The resonance indicator used in the experiment was an 
HP8410A network analyzer with a polar display unit. The net-
k 1 . . 11 h. h 
. he wor ana yzer 1s an instrument w--1c can measure t .. trans-
mission through or the reflection from two-port .devices. In 
this experiment, the analyzer measured the transmission factor 
throu·gh the resonator. The fre·quencies f 2 and £3 were measured 
with cavity wavemeters; f 1 was measured by heterodyning the 
. 
- .. :-···•:"-;-:•:·---~-:·-,•::-- ,<;«,--.·~.<-·•·.--- ._. . ' . . 
generato.r signal and measuring a difference signal with a 
· ..... ··~<-:,_ . --:_· __ ... / .. , 
, .. -.,. 
. · frequency counter. 
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For the pha,se d-etector to have' equal maximum positive 
and negative voltages it is necessarv that · the diodes be mate.bed ., 
• • in pairs. Thi.s is e;bvious from Figure J:o-wnich -shows that 
the died.es switch in pairs. The matching was ac,can.plished 
using the low freque,i1cy test circuit shown in Figure 4-8. 
The voltage Vou---t ·was -measur:ed as a function of V. for five 
in 
By compa.ring V vs. 
out V. data, 1n two ma.tched pairs 
:of diodes were obtained. Table 4-3 -lists t.his data. The 
:. 
diodes "#2ft and OfJn, and n14n and Hf5.n Were Selected &S 
-·- ~" ------>-- . ------
--------------------------·--·------
--·---···----- -------- ·-_. ----=·-~=··- ---~--· ·ttmatc~_d_11 _____ pa;.ii.;s •. 
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In general, diodes matched at low fre,quency will. not 
· be matched at high frequencies. This is because of effects 
at high frequencies which include junction capacitance, 
capacitance due to the diode package, and lead inductance. 
. _ .. -
Fortunately, the diodes used in the phase detector construe..;·· 
ted were matched at the design frequency (750 MHz) after the 
low frequency mate bing experiment just described. 
· The Mouw -microstrip hybrid· junction of Figure 3-4 was 
constructed by photo-etching the conductors from a piece· 
of teflon copper clad on both sides~ The masks for the hybrid 
junction were drawn to scale on mylar film with india ink. 
A crucial step in making the hybrid junction was alignment 
of the masks so the "top" conductors were directly-above the 
"bottom" conductors. This ·alignment_ was achieved by first 
~;. 
. __ -:;- ~ 
- -·-- '. . .... ,.._. -·· -- ,( ·-· ---::,- ··---- ....... -- --, 
aligning the ma~ks alone an9 then _P._lacirig them on one· side. 
··-- ==-=======--. ·-·-·--- . -·····------·---------·-----·--···----··---· . -.. 
'Of the teflon. Alignment Pin holeSWel:'e dri{ie<'t tl.irPugh " 
.. , ... --11 .... ~ - ,_ .,.. ~"·' .._ . ~ 
the masks and board. After this the masks could be position~a· ~-," 
.: ' ... 
-.---
. . 
.:._ __ : .. _;.· -.. ' 
... .-·· .. :···· 
-~· .•.. ..· ... 
{. 
··-·--- ____ .. --------------
is shown ~in Figure 4-9 wit.h the diodes conne.cted to the bala·nced 
ports. The purpose of the {!pyrramid" connection of the diodes 
is to preserve the symmetry of the star configuration. 
The d(!sign length of the 100n transmissi.on lines is 
' 
5.865 cm·, corresponding to an electrical length of 0 90 at, 
750 MHz. This can be seen using the dielectric constant, 
f' of Table 4-2 and the following relation: l eff' 
e -... - . I. 57 r"d 
-
-
--T-he-n-ext -e.ha-p-t-er--dea-ls---with -t-he- 1neasurem-e-nt.s -and characteri-
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CHAPrER v· 
MU.SUREMENrS AND CHARACTERIZATION.· 
Before any measurements were made, a device was needed 
which would provide to each of the phase detector inputs a 
· sinusoidal signal, with the -phase difference between ·tpe 
signals va~riable from. 0-360°. First, a slotted line was 
used, with the.m~v,t'bJe!:: probe providing the phase shift 
~' . 
. ' 
----- .. -, - -·---~~----··-~-.-o-··------------; -·------ -- --~·===--~--·-==""- ------ -- . 
. .... -
between the signals as in Figure 5-1. The· impedance z'.. 
.C,. 
·':";..:,-; 
is equal to the characteristi-c impedance of the-.·slottea 
transmission line so that no wave reflects from nz ". The 
C 
.. phase difference "0" is proportional to the ·displacement "d". 
for small probe penetrations into the slotted line. 
,: ---------...,,..-, ......... ~ ·---·--:~ .... -r ._ .. ,_.-~?""--' -- ---·--·······-.,·· ---··---- --- ---·- ··- -- --·· .. -- ---· •..•... -,-.. ·-·······-·-·~---·······-,----------·· -··-···-- ··- ., ..... -- ·-· ' '' - --· . ., ·- .. ,. - .- '"""'"'" ..... --. ___ . '-----·-----
. --------···., -~-'---'----·.- .-· ---- --- .. -
. l .· ···.: . 
_(;EM-.~~ AT O -~ I> I~ E'Cl I 0N~1..· ~ ....... 
CoUP-l£R 
. ·t .. 5tot'Tt:D.· LINE· ·, 
' . 
. · .. 
'. 
. ,·. ,_ .. ,, . 
· ..... 
Unfortunately, to obtain a usable output-· for the p'l:tase 
- -------- ---- --------
---------·--------- --
.. 
def:ec.tor measurements (~5' mwatt to signal pore-,--
-~--------
,· •. probe must penetrate -far into -"the slot,. almost :t-ouchi11.g ___ tJ1e __ . 
conductor •.. . eo.nd_ition, reflections 
. , 
. . . 
. _____ .:_.., ___ --··---- - .. 
. . •• v 
· .... ,} .... '"" 
,· 
p.robe ·toward the generator are suf-ficient. to perturb the "probe-
free" field, • i.e. set up a standing wave, and _the pha~e is -not 
simply related to the distance nan. For this reason, the slotted-
iine method was abandoned and the following instrument used. 
The line extender consists of a power splitter.. and a 
"telescoping" coaxial air line which provides the·phase shift. 
(Figure , 5-2). The attenuators in· the power splitter prevent 
most of the reflected wave at an output from reaching the input 
or other output, which would cause· a phase -shift depending 
on the loads at the output. Only by moving the "telescopic" 
line can .a phase shift between the output.s occur and this 
-- ---- -- ---- ---~----------~- -. -~~---- - --phase shift is 9irectly proportional to the displacement of 
the line. 
! :: ·""!·--.~-··:·: ... ···--. ~ :··. ~ .. :··· .• :· - .;_ ;.,.'••- V. ' -
t --~ ~ .. ~ : . ~., ...... 
~--.... ~ 
', ; ' 
. .. -: 
•-••·•• ·• •• .J-------~..dJ.--·•···--·-··---·-·~-·---·-~-:1 .. ., .•- ... ·,.,,,v•· '• 
• ' . n : ~--. 
: ' .. 
' • .- &. I 
• .. .; ' : 
........... ~-~ ' 
.. - . 
. . . . 
:- . : -. · .. 
· The line extender ·used .. t_o--ma-ke-· .. ·t-he--·~mea·su·rements-· in -this paper 
-
-_ .. (an HP8740A)--had" a· mechanical system which displayed displace-
- -ment to tenths of a centimeter. Maximum displacement was 30 cm. 
· .1 ...•.. :·o · 
•c+c.1'-
.-..:~-.. - ~--'--· -.. ' -· '. - ·-
" .. -. ·.·.~ '' -.--:-··' '. -..... 
-"i.-, I 
A disadvantage of the line stretcher is the attenuators 




- - - - - --- ~-·· --
power ·besides serving as is·olation elements. This can be a 
\\ 
. .I ' ------- -· --- • 
-
problem if a generator of sufficient power is not available 
·--~----------· ----·- ... --·· 
for measurements •. Such was the case of the 1.5 GHz DC voltage 
vs •. phase measurement (described later) where the only avail-
able generator had a maximum output power of 15 mwatt. A 
reference signal power of "'1 mwatt, which was desired for 
the phase detector, is obviously impossible to obtain fran 
the outputs of the setup in Figure_5-2. The reference signal 
refers to the larger of the inputs.to the phase detector. 
A setup which uses the line stretcher and makes more efficient 
use of the generator power is shown in Figure 5-3.· 
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With the· setup in Figure _5-3_, __ the_~l5 _mwatt. g-enerator can 
provide the desired .1·mwatt reference signal. This setup was 
used to obtain, with the exception.of return;loss data, all 
the data characterizing the · phase detector •. The attenuat.or 
"R " in the Figure is necessary to keep reflections from r 
the reference port· frotn changing the generator ··or signal phase. 
The attenuator value was 10 db except for the data in Table .. 
-· 
where the reference power_ was changed by using attenuators 
-
of 3, 6, and 20 db. The ,. , .... data obtained to characterize the 
phase detect.or at its design frequency (750 ~Hz) and using 
the setup of Figure 5-3 will how be discus-sed. 
A desirable feature of the phase de~ector is that its 
output have ~qua.I maximum positive and negative DC voltages. 
Table 5-1 shows that this is true only for a referenc·e power 
· of 1.5 mwatt. Figure 5-4 shows a plot of DC -output voltage 
(e ) versus the phase difference "0" between the reference 0 
5-1, 
and signal ports·. The reference power is 1.5 mwatt. Compari-
son with the superimposed· cosine- curve shows a maximum phase 
0 0 · error of 6 /at 0 = 60. 
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however, . the obvious choice of phase for the sensitivity measure-
.::.., 
-
. -·----- '··----·-·- -· 
ment • 1S 00 • since this maximum DC -output .• From this • gives --
measurement the signal power - output voltage relationship 
can easily be determined for any phase as shown below. 
Figure 5-5 is a plot of signal power versus maximum DC output 
for the constructed phase detector. 
'·"p-:~ -.- ·_ ·-··= ·· 42. 5 
sig-. 
. , -
.. ._ . 
1f•' 
From the slope one obtains: 
• 
:-:-·• . 
-:_ __ tts±rrg· the- relation e 
0 = · etfua;-cos{f2:t~ polfe1"'"vo~~age rela-
,tion ·for_any phase is derfve·d; 
"···,.'.'' 
·-
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· The DC port was characterized by its Thevenin equiva4:c:~,_-:---'-'---~ --·-~-~--~---
-
lep.t. The resistance of the e·quivalent circuit was experi-
mentally detennined as 4o!t·. Figure 5\-6 shows the T·hevenin 
characterization valid for all load resistances. 
A measurement. of return loss characteri.zes the signal 
port, where return loss is defined as +20logf Pl. The experi-
mental setup of Figure 5-7 was used to get the data. The 
data is shown in Figure 5-8, where r_eturn loss is measured 
as a function of phase and superimposed _on the DC voltage 
vs. phase curve of Figure 5-4. A positive return loss indi'-- }~;; 
cates power fll~aking"r .i.nto, th~ signal ·port_ f:,.;.om. ... -the-:rtete~,e-n.ce 
. \ . .. . . ., ' . 
port. The_ graph shows that the minimum phase error occurs 
at the minimum return loss. It is interesting that the wide 
range of return loss (~10 db) results in only a small error. 
. : . 
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The ·equivalent -circuit of the phase detector as 
described by the preceding data is shown in Figure 5-9. 
The open circuit voltage of the Thevenin equivalent is 
computed knowing the output voltage e · and the value of 
-o 
... ,,." ",om; 
, 
the output load resistance, R, for the sensitivity measure-
ment. Thus, 
e: = 1.85 
,o e 1.85 cos(0) e • (5-3) 
0 0 
max 
.. .-;4!' : • • . _,. 
" . 
···-· -·-- - ... , ----- . --------· ·---·-,-d-·~~ 
. 
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A DC voltage v-s. phase measurement was made at 1.5 GHz. 
(Figure 5-10). Interchanging the signal and reference ports 
degraded the perfonnance of the phase detector by making the 
maximum and minimum DC output voltages unequal (-90mv to 
+80mv · compared to + 82mv.) 
-
The graph of Figure 5-11 shows return loss vs. frequen-
cy. The reference and signal are in phase. Superimposed is 
a graph of maximum DC output voltages, · which were· also equal 
in magnitu~e to the minimum voltage.~ __ Notice. the· s:lig.ht- ------------- ---·· 
change in DC ou~put voltage relative to the larger change 
in return loss. 
In summary, the co.nstr~cted phase -detector had a maxi-
o . 
mum phase error of 6 at the design frequency of 750 MHz. -
Furthennore,·a reference power-of·l.5_!11:Watt at-the proper 
- ,., ..... 
port _ (as shown in the---f-igu-:r-es) i~-s-sar-y-"'"t-o·--av·o·id·--u.n.~qµa_l 
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the • maximum 
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. . 
negative DC output voltages. F'inally, 
the DC output port should 
available power from the output port. 
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S-Matrix of the Hvbrid. Coil (Juncti.on) 
., 
Consider the hybrid coil defined as a reciprocal, loss-
free,. linear-, four-port with the following properties: 
Ports 1, 2 c1n9 3 ,4 are conjugate. 
Port I, couples equally and in phase to. ports 
3 and 4. 
(Al) 
(A2) 
The S-Matrix of the junction will be determined for the 
reference plane (Figure Al) whose choice allows a convenient 
matrix form. 
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Now from (Al), 
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·····--------·---·---' . ......;__.....~__,.;.__;_,.~~--f_ .. -~_001~.· - (A2}, .. >· · ... - - .... I· 
- . .·t ' .. -
_$3-1 -=- ~541~---·--,·····-· "-·-~· ·-·~~ (A4) 
··- r. ·-·· ......... -·-·-- -~----------, 
,....! .. 
,. 
I . ._.', 
•. 
~--·- ~~ ------· .... . - --- -- -- .... -
--~-·-·-----,! .. -- - .. -·· r---. -- •. 
-----·-····"·-·-···-~-·- ",'"':°""'"""• --·---.·-•• - .- • 
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· By ~eciprocity ,· 
Therefore, from (AS) and (A4), 
By reciprocity, 





s23 = s32 = b, and s42 = s24 ===. c. 
The S-Matrix, using (AB) is 
S, I 0 Cl 
·O S21. h C 
a. !, 513 0 
a. C 0 s"" 










The following- relations, (AIO) - (AI5), come frdm apply-
ing the unita~y conditions5 to (A9). 
-
ab~ + ac* . = 0 · 






- - -- ; - . - . -
-
..... -~--------- p 
'\'' ; 
. ;"I. 
'. '•...:--, :-· - - ... . ----· 
s11a* + aS 44 * -=-0 
S - b* + bS · -* :;::: -0 
. -22 . ·- .· 33 .· .· 
. - ' ' . ' . 
-·--'--- ________ (A,~1~1 }_ ______ :_
0 
_ _:____ ~ .. 
(Al2) -
(A13) -
- - J--. ,. ' -
. -
. 
where "*" denotes complex conjugate. ·~--~-----~~----- __ -_-_,-- - . -··· .. ---·- -·----~:---- - . ---::-
From (AlO), 
b = -c. .. 
-(Al6) 
which shows that port 2 couples equally but out of phase to 
ports 3 and 4. 
from (All), 
I s 11 l = \ s 3 3 l· 
S_imiliarly, from (Al2), (Al3), and (Al4), 
(Al7) 
' 
Tp.erefore, from (A18) and (Al 7), the relation between th~ ____________________ _ 
reflection coefficients is obtained; 
Now from (Al5) and (Al6); 
laf + b(-b*) = 0 , 
• (Al9) 
- --- 1al2 :::: b 2 = C 2 • 
. .. 
--· •- -~----------· 
. ·-- ------~_,!, __ ...;__, .... ..0.---~~-"':. - -------- --_·-·------_:- ~--;~-;;;&:c7.----,~----_ 
-~-
(A20) 
Let the reference plane 11 1 be chosen so that the phase 
of "a" = 90°, i.e., choose "a" pure imaginary. Also let the 
0 r~ference plane 22' be chosen so that the_ phase of b = 90 • 
Then from· (A20), 
a= b. -








--- --- -- --- -(A-21) 
(.A:22)-




,· .__ --.: . ..:·,. 
--- -------:-
.,. ' 
since b and c are pure imaginary. . . . , L·. 
Using (All) and (A22), 
, 
811 = 833 * • · 
,. 
_.. -, ~: (A24) 
Similiarly, using (AI2), (AI3), and (A23); 
(A25) 
"~" .. , 
. ..,. 
a.n<l S22 .= S33* • 
· (A26) 
---- -~---- ·-------- . .. 
From (AI6) and. (A23), 
·----~----~--~----------'-'---"--'-~~·-- ·- . ______ ., ___ , ___ -· - ...... .. 
c*.= -b* + b = -c. 
Using (A27 in (AI4), 
822 = 844* 
From (A24), (A25), .(A26), and (A28), 
S 
-s -s *-s * 11 - . 22 - 33 - 44 • 
' 
The S-Matrix (A9). of the hybrid junction becomes, 
using (A2 l), (A16), and (A29) : 
•••• • •• -~ •-a,~- - s,, 0 
0 s,, Q -ct 
Q. Q 
Q. 0 
- ... .:: - ·---~ ·- ---- ··- ·- --- " 
I. 
,-UO~P••'"'"" 
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·This -is considered t_he standard f"Q~ll~/,of the·· hybrid. juncti·on __ _c __ _ ---· -----~--~-·-· ,------.-
• ·, !.in this 
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APPENDIX B 
S-Paramet,ers of the Mouw. Junction 
The method of Carlin12 is used by Mouw 4 ~~ derive the 
·S-parameters of the hybr,id junct~o.n
1• This method. will be 
described and the results of Mouw presented. 
The method of Carlin to derive the S-Matrix of a linear, 
physical, passive n~port is as follows. 
,, Consider then-port of Figure A2a whose S-Matrix is to 
be found. Resistors are added in series at each port of N' 
to fonn the. augmented network ~ as in Figure A2b. The short 
circuit admittance matrix YA of NA always exists if N1 is 
•.• I) • . 
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--·-"- .JlJl s s 1 ve _. _______ \l~e____ A- 1 s , following matrix 
operations yield the S-Matrix of N' • 
y· R y, R 
' 
A 0 A 0 (A3-l) 
where R diag(r ol, r02' ••••• • r } • 0 
·on· (A32) 
s - E 2YA - -
' 
(A33) 
where E • 1S the· identity matrix • 
The Mouw hybrid junction augmenteq with • series resistors 
required by Carlin's method, as • 1S 
redrawn 
• 
. ----·--· ----- . ----r-·--
. . 
-- - - ~·---··---------~~ .. --------~---~·-·· 
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-FromrAppendix A, (A33), and (A31);- the Y-Matrix· of the . ' 
-Mouw junction,_ YA' has only three different y-parameters. 
-· 
-Mouw d_erives.y11 , y31 , and _y33 and- from these the rest o-f the 
elements of YA. Th~· equivalent circuits· f-rom · which Mouw obtain_~----··--·-·-
y11, y31 , and y33 are shown below. 
With tGb.e -elem-ent'.·s of YA determined, the S-parameters ·may 
be determined from. (A31), (A32) , and (A33); where 
-
R = diag(r, r, R, R).~ 0 
The results are tabvrlated ,,in Table Al. Neglecting the 




short circuited stub of Figures A4a and A4b (z02-.+Q) ) , the S-
parameters reduce to those in Table 1. 
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'. l . APPENDIX C 
Theory of Reflection From a Res~stive Load14 
Consider the ci-rcuit consisting of a step generator 
connected to a transmission line which is terminated in a resis-
tive load; (Figure A-5). The characteristic impedance of the 
. 
line is Z , which is also the impedance of the step generator • 
. 
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At t=O, the generator produces a step voltage of h~ight 
2V+. By voltage division, the voltage at aa' • Figure .A.--5 in 
V+; • the step "seeing" the impedance of the transmission lS 
· line in series with the g~nerator resistance. With increasing 
time, the step; termed the.incident step,· propagte-s-toward;-the . 
. load at the · Speed v p. This ~locity is a function of the g~o-
--... ---------,.-------------· 
........... _---=------=,.--'---· ·_--....._....c..··-_-.... ,--.... __ --c----=m=.3eoe....,,_ t~r=..Y,---aa~..ditlectric mat eria 1· of the t ransmi.s s ion 1 ine • · 
--------..--~-. ---~---·--·· 
this point, the step is reflected from the>load so that a 
,,.·, . 
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of &eignt,'f1~ropagates toward the generator., The height of. 
1tne ref-lect:ed. step is proportional· t.o V+; 
where. 
v- =flv+ 
r:.= 1\ - zc 
1\. + zc 
,, 
is called1 the voltage reflectioa co.efficient. 
As the reflected step propagates toward the generator, 
it algebraically sums wit.h the incident wave. At t = 2d/v, 
. p 
the reflected step reaches aa' in Figure A-5. The voltage 
at this point and all along the line is, using (A-34); 
+ - + ' 
V = V + ~. = V (1 +r). 
Since the .generator bas impedance Z , P = 0 bv (A-35). and the C ., 
reflected step is absorbed by the generator impedance; i.e., 
.,. 
the voltage. on the line has reached, steady state. 
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